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New funds to
benefit produce
trade
Latest European funding will help
promote fruit and vegetables produced in Belgium, Italy, Poland, Cyprus,
Bulgaria and the UK
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Worth €108m over 3 years – half of which
(€54 million) comes from the EU budget,
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Apo Conerpo, which splits its fresh produce
operations across two separate business
units, Naturitalia and Agrintesa, has been
granted a total of €1.86m over the same
period, to be matched by a combination of
its own funding and national support.
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Asia, Japan, South Korea, Africa, Russia,

programmes are so-called multi-
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programmes, backed by organisations in
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and the non-EU Balkan countries.

different EU countries, something which
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“This represents the continuation of a trend
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of promoting EU products on third

The programmes announced this week

country markets which was set with the

constitute the final wave of programmes

approved programmes during the first

under the so-called ’old' system.

terms of budget and EU co-financing rates.
The budget for 2016 will be larger at €111m.

promotion wave of 2015,” the Commission
noted.

From 1 December, new rules on promotion
of agricultural
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